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Every single Enterprise is always a germ of an idea that takes birth in the fertile 
mind of one single person, the propagator, the founder. The beliefs of the 
originator and the leader get percolated down to the entire organization and 
these beliefs translate in the way people behave in the organization. The behavior 
of the people in the organization becomes the business culture of the 
organization. Thus the personality of the organization is the outcome/output of 
the beliefs of the Leader in the organization.  The case highlights that economic 
performance is the necessary condition for survival but economic performance 
cannot be the only purpose of the organization. The organization culture defines 
its growth through stressful battlefield, and survival of the fittest ideals, or 
through harmonious interdependence and prosperity with peace ideals. 

 

A. Reliance 

Reliance, a premier private sectors company, was the first Indian company to 

get listed in Forbes 500 companies.  Its founder, Mr. Dhirubhai Ambani 

succeeded in building India’s largest private sector company Reliance India 

limited with an everlasting Brand image in Indian corporate sector.  

Reliance India limited evolved as a market leader with diversified product 

range by providing services in various fields such as capital markets, 

telecommunications, energy, power, information technology, retail, textiles, 

infrastructure services, and logistics. The early investors of the Reliance 

Industries were fortunate to gain such great value to their investments and 

became millionaires in the less span of time. The shareholders always found 

investing in Reliance as a safe bet to get good returns on their investments, 

but the vendors of Reliance do not communicate. Later Dhirubhai entered in 

to various diversified businesses such as chemicals, petrochemicals, gas, 

power, plastics, and telecom services which made the Reliance group well 

established and one of the most trusted companies in India. Reliance group 

evolved as most influential and profitable business organizations by late 

1980’s. 

The mission of Reliance is: “Create value for all stakeholders, grow through 

innovation, use sustainability to drive product development and enhance 
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operational efficiency, ensure energy security and in good governance 

practice and foster rural prosperity.” 

The mission of the Company signifies the essence of ambitions, pace, 

competitive spirit, survival of the fittest; the true story of Dhirubhai Ambani 

from rags to riches. 

Exhibit A: Financial Performance of Reliance 
 

Financial Highlights 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Revenue From Operations 2,58,651 3,39,792 3,71,119 

Total Income 2,61,703 3,45,984 3,79,117 

Profit For the Year 20,286 20,040 21,003 

Dividend Payout 2,385 2,531 2,643 

Equity Share Capital 3,273 3,271 3,229 

Number of Employees 22,661 23,166 23,519 
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Exhibit B: Key Indicators of Reliance 
 

Key Indicators 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 

Earnings Per Share - Rs. 62 61.2 64.8 

Turnover Per Share - Rs. 790.5 1,037.80 1,149.50 

Book Value Per Share - Rs. 463.2 507.3 557.5 

Debt : Equity Ratio 0.44:1 0.41:1 0.40:1 

EBDIT / Gross Turnover % 15.9 11.7 10.5 

Net Profit Margin % 7.8 5.9 5.7 
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Leadership of Dhirubhai Ambani 

Dhirubhai Ambani had outstanding decision making and managing skills. His 
timely decisions according to the Indian customer’s requirement made him a 
true leader and successful entrepreneur in Indian Business history. He had 
great acumen and intelligence of sensing the future of Indian business 
scenarios.  

Dhirubhai Ambani evolved as one of the most dynamic and flamboyant 
entrepreneurs. His keen business sense and dynamic thought process made 
him the unbeatable leader in Indian business history. He built a strong 
business empire which outgrew the corporate houses of Tata’s and Birla’s.  

The sharp thinking and clear business ideas of negotiation made the Indian 
politics favorable to his requirements. He built everlasting and healthy 
relationships with the local and central governing bodies of India. He 
promised the Indian middle class instant enrichment to the invested value 
with the support of stock market. Though he was fly by night operator, he 
offered genuine value to his loyal customers.   

Dhirubhai Ambani rewrote the Indian corporate history by generating billions 
of rupees in wealth by making the people trustees of his companies. He 
created an equity cult in Indian capital market. People voted him "greatest 
creator of wealth in the century” when Times of India conducted a poll in year 
2000.  

Employee Retention Issue  

Reliance Life Introduced Fixed Salary System for its Advisors  

 To reduce attrition and improve customer service.  
 To infuse a sense of security and professional commitment. 
 This move was prompted by its Japanese partner to retain the talent 
pool and provide dedicated services to customers. 

Dhirubhai Ambani handed over the reins to his sons Mukesh and Anil.  They took 
over the different business created by their father. They fought publicly to gain 
ownership of the most lucrative businesses among these.  
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B. Infosys 

Narayana Murthy, chief founder of India's largest (and most respected) IT 
company Infosys, turned a small software development venture that he had 
set up with his friends in 1981, into one of the leading companies of the 
country. In 1999, the company became the first Indian firm to be listed on the 
Nasdaq Stock Market. By 2000, Infosys' touches revenue of US $ 200 million. 
They opened offices in France and Hong Kong, a global development center in 
Canada and UK, and three development centers in the USSR.  Infosys e-
launched Banks 2000, the universal banking solution from Infosys, as 
Finacle™. 

Infosys mission was “Achieve our objectives in an environment of fairness, 
honesty, and courtesy towards our clients, employees, vendors and society at 
large”.  
In 2002, Infosys touched revenues of US$ 500 million. Infosys opened offices 
in the Netherlands, Singapore and Switzerland. Infosys and the Wharton 
School of the University of Pennsylvania set up The Wharton Infosys Business 
Transformation Awards (WIBTA). They launched Progeon, offering business 
process outsourcing services.  
By 2004, annual Revenues reach US$ 1 billion. Infosys Consulting Inc. was 
launched.  Infosys celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2006. Employee strength 
rose to 50,000+. Annual revenues doubled to $ 2 billion.  
Infosys took 23 years to reach its first billion, only 23 months to reach next 
billion in revenues. 2008, Infosys crosses revenues of US$ $ 4 billion. Annual 
net profits cross US$ 1 billion. 2011, Infosys crosses US$ 6 billion revenue 
mark, employee strength grows to over 125,000. 
 
Exhibit C: Financial Performance and Employee Strength of Infosys 
  

Year Revenues Employee Strength 
2000 US $ 200 million  
2002 US $ 500 million  
2004 US $ 1 billion  
2006 US $ 2 billion 50,000 
2008 US $ 4 billion  
2011 US $ 6 billion 1,25,000 
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Leadership of Narayan Murthy 

N.R. Narayan Murthy is an astute leader with single-minded vision. He has 

been constantly ranked high among top business leaders and influential 

personalities. He is a master at his art, an IT wizard, and also has successfully 

led key corporate governance initiatives in India.  

His leadership-oriented advice include that one of the leader's core jobs is to 

raise the confidence of the followers. During a time of crisis a strong 
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leadership is needed more than ever. He believed that trust and confidence co-

exist with transparency, in an environment of security for disclosure. A value 

system creates the environment for people to have high aspirations, self-

esteem, and belief in fundamental values, confidence in the future and the 

enthusiasm necessary to take up apparently difficult tasks. Leaders have to 

walk the talk.  

Mr. Murthy doesn't really identify with the concept of work life balance. He 

had once said, “First let's make a life, then think about work-life balance. I 

don't understand the concept of a work-life balance.” 

C. Amul: The Social Enterprise 

As farmers in Kaira, Gujarat, like all Indian farmers, were dependent on 
seasonal crops, many faced starvation during off-seasons. Their income from 
milch buffaloes was undependable. The milk marketing system was controlled 
by contractors and middlemen. Perishable nature of milk compelled farmers 
to sell their milk, cream and ghee at a throwaway price.  

Verghese Kurien revolutionized the dairy cooperative movement. Kurien 

transformed rural India and dramatically improved the lives of the poor living 

in those areas. With his efforts, the Kaira District Co-operative Milk Producers’ 

Union Limited, Anand, was formally registered with the objective to provide 

proper marketing facilities for the milk producers of the district.  

He replicated the Amul model throughout the country to bring about a great 

change in the socio-economic conditions of the people. 1965 The National 

Dairy Development Board (NDDB) was established at Anand. In 1973, Kurien 

pioneered Operation Flood (or ‘the white revolution’), a move which would 

make India self-reliant in milk production. 

Verghese Kurian was the father of the White Revolution in India, and the 

architect behind the largest dairy development program in the world. In 1989 

Kurien was awarded the World Food Prize for “his recognition that feeding 

the world’s citizens includes coordinating breakthroughs in production with 
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effective management and distribution strategies.” Beyond this, Kurien also 

sought to apply the model to vegetable oil in the 1980s.  

The Amul Model is a three-tier cooperative structure consisting of a Dairy 

Cooperative Society at the village level affiliated to a Milk Union at the District 

level which in turn is further federated into a Milk Federation at the State 

level.  

Exhibit D: Production and Performance Related Statistics of Amul 

In 2005-06 

 

 

In 2011-12 

 

 

Exhibit E: Working Model of Amul  

No. of Producer Members 2.5 Million 

No. of Village Societies 11,962 

Milk Collection (Total - 2011-12) 2.28 billion litres 

No. of Producer Members 3.18 Million 

No. of Village Societies 16,117 

Total Milk handling capacity per day 13.67 Million litres per day 

Milk Collection (Total - 2011-12) 3.88 billion litres 

Milk collection (Daily Average 2011-12) 10.6 million litres (peak 13 million) 

Cattle feed manufacturing Capacity 3690 Mts. per day 

Sales Turnover -(2011-12) Rs. 11668 Crores (US $2.5 Billion) 
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Exhibit F: Revenue Performance of Amul 
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Leadership Qualities of Verghese Kurien 

Verghese Kurien was a leader of remarkable vision, creativity, and 

compassion who revolutionized a nation’s industry and economy while 

transforming the lives of millions of its most impoverished citizens. He had 

clarity of vision and ability to share it with others. He worked with real 

passion and pride in what his belief. He had the ability to inspire and motivate 

others.  He was willing to take (calculated) risks.  He generated lateral 

thinking and ability to find innovative ideas and solutions to problems.  

He had a positive attitude at all times and an innate ability to be diplomatic in 
any circumstances. He respected all, team members, temps, customers, 
suppliers and directors alike. He was committed to making a significant 
difference, and possessed clear standards of ethics and integrity; openness 
and honesty. He had the rare ability to drive, inspire and embrace change and 
continuous improvement. 

Teaching Notes 

Case Synopsis: 

This case explains the concept of organization culture and elaborates that it is a 

function of the leadership.  This case is an attempt to thrust the concept among 

students that the real reason of setting up an enterprise is not just for economic 

performance but to bring prosperity, harmony and happiness in the society.  It 

explains that enterprise deals with people, its employees, suppliers, customers 

and stakeholders and has the impact directly or indirectly on the environment. 

The visions and philosophy of the leader percolates down in the entire 

organization and spills over to the society.  

Learning Objectives 

1. Evaluates the three different philosophical perspectives and what kind of 

culture can it create in the organization. 

2. Explains the difference between Leaders and Managers and why leadership 

is so important. 
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3. It provides a new perspective to the current generation of students that 

success and prosperity does not necessarily require competing with others 

and winning the race, it can be achieved through peace and harmony and 

lead to the higher happiness quotient of the society that we live in. 

 

Suggested Preparation Questions 

An effective case discussion can cover several areas of analysis: 

1. Analyze the 3 organizations on the parameter of economic prosperity. 

2. Analyze the3 organizations on the parameter of attrition rate and work-life 

balance function. 

3. Analyze the impact/transformation caused in the society by each company. 

4. If you dream and want to create an enterprise in the future, which 

philosophy/vision would be choose among the three to build your 

organization and Why? 

 

Analysis 

Analysis 1. 

The case and the exhibits show that: 

It can be observed that all the 3 companies have prospered economically. They 
have created wealth thru the respective business they have been in. Reliance thru 
fast and focused big dreams and ambitious of Dhirubhai Ambani, Infosys thru the 
vision and tapping the growth potential in the global IT industry and Amul is a 
story of revolution of making a Global financial robust brand from people who 
were in doldrums and financially ruptured.  

This tells us that YES, sound economic performance is the necessary condition for 
sustainability and growth of any organization. 

Analysis 2 and 3 (leadership and impact on society) 
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Analysis of the leaders’ role in the 3 organizations, it can be observed that – 

A. Reliance 

Dhirubhai Ambani handed over the reins to his 2 sons Mukesh and Anil. 

The stories of the brothers fighting for the empire created by the vision and 
ambitions of their father. The attrition rate and the views of the suppliers and 
vendors of the Reliance shows that it is a very good company for investment and 
gives the worth to the shareholders but seems to be vendor unfriendly. The 
employees’ attrition rate shows unrest and only those survive there who are the 
fittest. 

The organizations culture is the essence of fast pace ambitions of their leader who 
believed in big ambitions and chase the ambitions relentlessly through 
competition spirit and be the fittest to survive the race. The mission of Reliance is 
also talks of all gauging success thru all performance parameters “Create value for 
all stakeholders, grow thru innovation, us sustainability to drive product 
development and enhance operational efficiency, ensure energy security and lad 
in good governance practice and foster rural prosperity.” 

This is an autocratic and transactional style type of leadership. It involves 
negotiation that you will get this if you do this. The type of leadership cleats a 
culture of satisfying basic hunger, hunger for financial performance, growth and 
achieving your set of ambitions at any cost. 

B. Infosys 

Narayan Murthy believed that a leader has to sustain followers’ hopes and energy 
levels to handle all difficulties and challenges. He believed in creating trust thru 
transparency in systems and create an environment where each person feels 
secure and not threatened by unhealthy competitive spirits so that they can 
discover themselves and improve. Infosys mission was “Achieve our objectives in 
an environment of fairness, honesty, and courtesy towards our clients, 
employees, vendors and society at large”.  

He had strong views on work-live balance and always propagated people to make 
a life and then think of work life balance. 
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He had a democratic style of leadership and practiced decentralization of power. 
He is a sublime soul who has no vested interest and has outgrown his hunger for 
ambitions and supremacy through gargantuan economic achievements. He said 
that the ‘Real power of money is the power to give it away’. He was independent 
of the rewards and fruits of success. After serving as the CEO of the company for 2 
decades, he gave his power away to professionals when he retired, did not 
believe in bringing in legal heir as the successor to his creation.  

 

 

C. Amul 

Amul has a multidimensional impact on rural economy and society. Dr. Verghese 
Kurien founded Amul. Amul is a story of revolution, revolution against poverty 
and helplessness. It is a story of how we can create prosperity happiness and 
abundance through interdependence and change the sorry state of affairs and 
living in hell into heave by coming together and dreaming big, applying the 
management principles (corporatization, business process engineering and 
optimization of yield by mechanization and automation to become productive 
and efficient)  of becoming stake holders and taking ownership for contributing 
for mutual gains, success which will benefit you and all the other stakeholders 
who are participating in the same cause.  

Amul vision and mission also states that ‘liberate our farmers from economic 
oppression and lead them to properity”. Amul’s success story is because of the 
great man Dr.Verghese Kurian. He is the father of the White revolution, the 
architect behind the success of the largest Dairy Development. 
He had respect for all , team members, customers, suppliers, committed to make 
a big difference and had the ability to drive, inspire, and embrace change and 
continuous improvement. 

Verghese Kurien was a leader of remarkable vision, creativity, and compassion 
who revolutionized a nation’s industry and economy while transforming the lives 
of millions of its most impoverished citizens. 

His style of leadership was “Servant” style. He puts service to other people before 
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self-interest. Here the hunger of other people is considered first. He included the 
participation of everybody and was like an open door where everybody and 
anybody can join and participate in the making of the huge empire. He stayed out 
of limelight and let the people themselves take interest and work towards mutual 
gains and become interdependent and understand how this can create a peaceful 
and harmonious environment leading to prosperity. This created a positive 
culture, served as a solace and survival for the masses who very caught in the 
vicious cycle of poverty and the sunk in the problems that poverty breeds by 
destiny and virtue of their birth. He created a true “Heaven” where there is 
prosperity, harmony, interdependence, mutual respect and peace. 

 

Disclaimer: The authors of the case wrote this case solely to provide material for 
class discussion. This case is written to bring home the concept of how beliefs drive 
behavior and ultimately the organization culture. It highlights the different types 
of Leadership styles which are also the function of the beliefs. Three organizations 
are used here without any prejudice, and the authors’ intention is not to be 
judgmental or derogatory towards any organization or their leaders. 

 


